Dane County Area
Genealogical Society News
July Program Highlights

The July 9 program event at the Wisconsin Historical Society (WHS) was attended by 19 of our members. Lori Bessler, Reference Librarian, did an overview of the building and lead us to WHS archives reading room to meet Lee
Grady, Reference Archivist, who provided an overview of what the archives
have available for researchers, like the Lyman Copeland Draper Manuscript
Collection (this provides excellent information about the period in America
between 1755 and 1815). The archives have an extensive Civil War collection
with over 25,000 pages of documents including primary sources of soldiers’
letters, diaries, photos and other materials.
The group then toured the library’s 2nd floor and Lori
provided a detailed explanation of the numerous resources available to researchers, including the North
American collection (US and Canada) of published genealogical and historical materials, the Area Research
Centers around the state and the interlibrary loan system. Lori also showed how to search the website (www.
wisconsinhistory.org) catalog and on-line collections from your own home
computer. Doing searches of WHS on-line catalog and collections prior to
coming to the building is a good way to start your family search at WHS.
Both Lee and Lori repeatedly suggested that we ask them for help when
searching for references. A sign at the library service desk noted “I am
here to be bothered”. A few of participants stayed after to ask questions
and did research. It was very enjoyable time.

August-September Meeting Programs
August 4, 7:00 pm

WHS Archives – Occupational Licenses

Wisconsin Historical Society reference archivist, Simone Munson, will speak
about occupational licenses and their usefulness for genealogists. She will
discuss types of occupations that required licensing, what records were
created, what information records can provide, and how to search for
records of this kind. Simone will use examples from the collections of the
Wisconsin Historical Society and will also talk about how to search for similar records in other states.

September 1, 7:00 pm

Resources at the Family History Center

Judy McDonald, the Director of the Family History Center (FHC), will talk
about FHC’s resources. They include (1) collections, such as the Family
Search catalog, a large collection of microfiche and of German films; (2) an
FHC Portal page, which offers free access to premium family history software and websites that generally charge for subscriptions; and (3) hardware, such as microfilm readers and computers. Come learn what how the
FHC can help your family research.

Aug - Sept 2016
Volume 10 Issue 7
The 2016/2017 Membership
Directory will be available at
the August 4th Monthly Membership Meeting. Please look
for them on the front table in
the lobby of LDS church.

Ask DCAGS
We are hoping to help
members who are experiencing a problem or “dead
end” in their research.
At the next membership
meeting, stop at the Name
Tags table where you can
provide us with a description of your problem,
with your name and phone
number/email address.
Joyce Nigbor and helpers
will respond with suggestions about how your
situation might be approached. They will not do
the genealogical work, but
will offer ideas.
Regular DCAGS meetings are generally the
1st Thursday of each
month at The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints located at
4505 Regent, Madison,
WI at 7:00 pm
The DCAGS Governing
Board will meet the
third Monday every
month, for June-July
meetings will be at the
Sequoya Library, 4340
Tokay Blvd, Madison,
WI 53711. For more
information, see: www.
dcags.camp8.org

President Message

Bob Rettammel

I hope your summer is going well. On July 4th I went with my wife and friends to Old World
Wisconsin to celebrate Wisconsin History. For some time now this Wisconsin Historic Spot
celebrates the 4th of July with a parade, recitations and speeches of patriotic nature in the
Village Grove section of the site. Some of the items we witnessed on the day were the reading
of the Declaration of Independence and reflections on 1776.
We also spent the day visiting with a Judge from the 1860s and playing a game of early baseball
with gentlemen of the era right after the Civil War. Baseball 150 years ago was played in farm
fields with the pitcher throwing underhand. No fast pitch then. We walked the German area
and visited three German farms, Schulz Family 1860 Immigrant Farm, Schottler Family 1870
Immigrant Farm and the Koepsell Family 1880 Immigrant Farm. Close by was the Kruza Family
1900 Polish Home. On the way to this area is an area called Pleasant Ridge African-American
exhibits, originally west of Lancaster, near present-day Beetown in Grant County, Wisconsin, a
community of African-American farmers (former slaves freed by their Virginia owner ) settled
in Wisconsin 1840s and farmed.
Prior to leaving we spent time at a newer exhibit called Catch Wheel Fever, where we learned
and rode some of the first designed bikes from the 1870s, with big front high-wheel models.

Hope you also have fun adventures this summer that include history and genealogy.

A Pebble in My Shoe
A PEBBLE IN MY SHOE tells the
parallel stories of the Hoeger
and Flotz families as they
were caught up in the “ethnic
cleansing” of the Danubeswaben Germans in northern
Yugoslavia during the years
1944-50.
For 200 years these families
and other ethnic Germans had
been part of Hungary or Austria/Hungary until 1919 when
after WWI, the allies in the
Treaty of Trianon gave that
part of south Hungary (district
of Batschka & Banat) to Yugoslavia without plebiscite.
After WWII, Stalin gave Marshall Tito the task of rounding
up the Germans in this area
of his country for no other
reason than that they were
German, and these two families ended up in Gakowa and
Kruschiwl, two of the extermination camps - the others
being Kudolfsgnad, Molidorf,

A Memoir by Katherine Hoeger Flotz

Mitrovica, and Jarek. Who
of us has heard of them, but
they rival Dachau and Buchenwald in the horrors the
people experienced?
Some of the problems the
inhabitants faced in these
camps were despair, starvation, typhoid, malaria, rifle
executions, forceful removal
and deportation of children,
death, and mass graves. Eight
year old Katherine Hoeger
survived with the help of
relatives because her mother
had died of typhoid, and her
father was shipped off to the
Russian Army. Ten year old
George Flotz survived with
the help of his parents.
In 1947, the Red Cross exerted pressure on Yugoslavia’s
Tito to dissolve the extermination & slave labor camps.
Then people could escape
by bribing (if you had any
valuables left) an “escape

guide” who in turn gave the
items to the camp commandant and guards. They turned
their backs for 10 minutes
each day, and families slipped
out. Katherine and relatives
crossed the Hungarian border
in October of 1947 and moved
on to settle for a while in
Ludwigsburg, Germany, before
coming to the states to settle
in Chicago.
George & his family escaped
once; were caught & sent
back; they escaped a second time, and made it to
Vienna before immigrating to
the states. After arriving in
America, he was drafted and
served in the American military
before meeting and marrying
Katherine Hoeger in 1957.
Katherine and George, and
some members of their families were the lucky ones. Many
thousands died in these extermination/labor camps.
by Joyce Hasselman Nigbor
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Can I Use That In My Genealogy?
What You Should Know About Copyright

control how that work is used by
yourself and others. This in“Copyright is a form of procludes genealogy books, written
tection grounded in the U.S.
family stories, even audio and
Constitution and granted by law video recordings.
for original works of authorship
When to Worry about
fixed in a tangible medium of
Copyright
expression. Copyright covers
both published and unpublished Too often, genealogists worry
works.”
about using certain published
What is Copyright?

The paragraph above is from
the U.S. Copyright Office’s Frequently Asked Questions about
Copyright webpage at http://
www.copyright.gov/help/faq/.
It is a general statement as
to what copyright covers here
in the United States. But as
they say, “the Devil is in the
details,” and understanding exactly what is and isn’t covered
and what you can and can’t use
as a genealogist, requires quite
a bit of guidance.

and unpublished materials during the research process to the
point of impacting their progress in finding ancestors. A mantra that has helped me: “Don’t
worry. Be educated.”
Don’t let the fear of using
certain materials in both your
research and a published or
unpublished report or book keep
you from breaking down brick
walls or serving your genealogy
clients.

How Are You Using a CopyrightWhat Does a Copyright Bestow ed Work?
to the Owner of a Work?
This is the first and most imporA copyright does not convey
tant question to ask yourself:
magical powers nor was it
what am I going to do with the
meant to serve as a “reward”
information I take from a posfor one’s labor in creating
sibly copyrighted works? If your
the work. A copyright conveys
research will remain unpubrights, such as:
lished, for the most part, your
• The right to reproduce the worries are few. However, if you
have a blog or you are publishcopyrighted work.
ing a family history book, you do
• The right to prepare deneed to fully understand what
rivative works based upon
is and isn’t allowed in terms of
the copyrighted work.
usage.
• The right to publish or

•
•

distribute copies of the
copyrighted work to the
public.
The right to perform the
work in a public arena.
The right to display the
work publicly.

Basically, when you own the
copyright to a work, you can

What Works Are Copyrighted? Some Grey Areas
It is not all black and white when
it comes to what is and isn’t
covered by copyright. Due to
a myriad of changes in the US
copyright laws and court rulings,
assume that there are exceptions
to even the most-obvious provisions.
•

•

•

•

•

Facts Can’t Be Copyrighted
Birth dates, death dates, locations of events, etc. are not
covered by copyright. So, as a
genealogist you can copy this
type of information and use it
freely in your research, reports,
family trees etc.

•

Information from a gravestone
visited in person in 1982.
Facts cannot be copyrighted.
No permission needed.
Information from a gravestone
from a photograph dated
1982. An extraction of the
facts from the photo cannot
be copyrighted. No permission
needed.
A photograph of a gravestone
dated 1982. Assuming the person who took the photo is still
alive, permission required.
Even if the photographer died
in 1982, the heirs of the photographer’s estate may still
claim copyright.
An obituary published in a
newspaper dated 1922. The
obituary is in the public
domain and no permission
is needed. The cut-off date
for public domain works, in
general, is 1923.
An obituary published in a
newspaper dated 1942. This
depends on who exactly owns
the work. Was it a work for
hire? Was it written by a family member? Is the author still
alive? Was there a copyright
notice used? There are so
many factors involved that
more information is needed.
An unpublished poem or story
dated 1900 written by Uncle
Eustace. Did the author die
(Continued on page 4)
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Can I Use That In My Genealogy? (Continued from page 3)

•

•

•

page

more than 70 years ago,
meaning 1942 or earlier?
If so, then no permission
needed and the work is
in the public domain. For
the most part, unpublished works are protected until 70 years after
the death of the author.
A diary dated 1900
and written by your
great-grandmother. If
unpublished and your
great-grandmother died
prior to 1942, then no
permission needed and
the work is in the public
domain (the same rules
as unpublished works and
the death date of the
author apply as above).
If it was published prior
to 1923, then the diary is
in the public domain. If it
was published after 1923,
it depends upon whether
a copyright notice was
used and if the work was
registered.
A diary dated 1960 and
written by your grandmother. Since the diary was written in 1960
and before her death,
you would need to get
permission from your
grandmother if she is still
living. If she died after
the diary was written,
you still should try to get
permission from her heirs
due to the “70 years
after the death of the
author” provision mentioned above.
A photograph of Uncle
Albert from 1900. Photos
are a tricky area when
it comes to copyright
which is not controlled
by the owner or the
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•

subject of the photo, per
se. Normally, it is the
photographer – the creator
of the work – and his or her
heirs which control ownership of the work. And then
again, it could be a work
for hire with the person
being photographed (by a
professional photographer,
let’s say) ultimately owning
the work. Was the photo
published? Then the provisions for published works
apply. Was it unpublished?
Then the “70-years after
the death of the author”
rules apply.
A photograph of Aunt Tilly
from 1930. If Aunt Tilly took
the photo and she died in
1941, and the photo was
never published, then yes,
you should be able to use
the photo without permission. But if Aunt Tilly died
in 1960, see above for
unpublished works and the
death of the author.

How Long Does a Copyright
Last?
This is a complicated question,
as complicated as determining
who owns the copyright to a
work. As we’ve seen in the section above, the many changes
to US copyright law have rendered the process of determining length of copyright difficult,
to say the least. You’ll need
to gather all the information
needed such as whether a work
was published or not, when the
author died, whether a copyright notice was used, etc.
The Truth about Fair Use
For purposes such as criticism,
comment, news reporting,
teaching, scholarship or re-

search, you are allowed to use
portions of copyrighted works.
A useful summary:
“It not only allows but encourages socially beneficial
uses of copyrighted works
such as teaching, learning,
and scholarship. Without fair
use, those beneficial uses—
quoting from copyrighted
works, providing multiple
copies to students in class,
creating new knowledge
based on previously published knowledge—would be
infringements. Fair use is the
means for assuring a robust
and vigorous exchange of
copyrighted information.”
-Carrie Russell
American Library Association

Put simply: copyright is not
meant to interfere with or
impede scholarly research.
There is no “Fair Use law”
– this is one of many “copyright urban legends” and bits
of misinformation about US
Copyright laws. There is no
“magic formula” such as only
using three lines of the work,
or if it is on the Internet, it is
free to use, etc.
Red Light, Green Light
Test for Using Works
When you use other works
for your genealogy research,
basically you need to use a
multi-step litmus test on your
usage. I call this my “red
light, green light” test:
•

Is the work is in the public
domain, royalty-free or
covered by a Creative
Commons or similar license? If it is, green light
and use the work! If not,
see next step.
(Continued on page 5)

Can I Use That In My Genealogy? (Continued from page 4)
•

•

Does your use of the work
constitute fair use? If it
does, green light and use
the work! If it doesn’t, see
next step.
Are you willing to get
permission from the author
to use the work or pay a
licensing fee? If you are,
green light and use the
work based on the author or
licensing guidelines! If not,
don’t use the work.

If after going through the test
above, you still decide to use
the work, you open yourself up
to being served with a cease
and desist notice or even a
lawsuit related to your use of
the copyrighted materials. I’ve
found that until you’ve created
your own original works and
have had your copyright violated, you don’t really appreciate
the value of copyright.
Copyright Myths

1989 works do not require
a copyright notice.
• The book I’m using as a
source is out of print.
“Out of print” does not
mean “in the public domain.” The material may
still be under copyright.
• I can ask for permission
later on. It’s not like asking for forgiveness; asking
for permission after usage
does not absolve you of
copyright infringement
liability.
• I don’t need to ask permission as long as I give
credit to the author. If
you only give credit for
a work, at least no one
can call you a plagiarist,
right? You still have to
ask permission in order
to protect yourself from
violating copyright.
•

Here are some common assumptions that many genealogists
and others make about copyright and the use of published
works:
•

•

It’s on the Internet so it
must be free to use. Not
true and one of the biggest
myths perpetuated about
copyright. Even unpublished
works not posted to the
Internet are covered by
copyright.
There’s no copyright notice.
Author loses and I win! The
confusion here is that some
works published between
specific time periods are in
the public domain if a specific type of notice wasn’t
included. Since March 1,

•

Someone else posted the
original work in a forum,
a group or in a blog anonymously so I’m good to
go. The same rules about
“everything on the Internet is free to use” apply
even if posted anonymously. In fact, items
posted with a pseudonym
or nom de plume can still
be copyrighted.
I’m using the work for a
non-profit organization or
for educational purposes
so I don’t have to worry
about asking for permission. Not true. Many confuse this type of use with
Fair Use which depends
on many factors, not just
the type of organization
using the work.

General Copyright Do’s and
Don’ts
•

Assume everything is
copyrighted. This is the
best approach and until
you can prove that either
the work a) is in the public
domain, royalty free or covered by a special license;
or b) can be used according
to Fair Use provisions; or c)
can be used through permission or a licensing fee,
then don’t use it.

•

When in doubt, research
or ask. Use the Resources
below or ask the owner of
the work if and how the
work can be used. Ignorance is not a valid excuse.

•

Cite your sources. Not only
do source citations serve
you as a genealogist and
help improve the research
process, for Fair Use
purposes you should make
clear the name of the work,
the author and all pertinent
details in your citation.

•

Don’t fall prey to “copyright urban legends.”
Misinformation abounds
when it comes to copyright
and especially which works
can and can’t be used and
how. Educating yourself is
protecting yourself.

©2015, copyright Thomas
MacEntee. All rights reserved.
For more information, please
visit High-Definition Genealogy at
http://hidefgen.com.
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